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On extendibility of *-representations from *-ideals 
ZOLTÁN SEBESTYÉN 
In this note we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the extension of 
a »-representation from á *-ideal in á complex involutóry algebra, briefly » -
algebra, to the whole algebra. One of our conditions, given in the Theorem below, 
is the same as the one we required in [3], Corollary 2. 8, and [4], Corollary 6; for 
the existence of such a *-representation of the whole algebra on some Hilbert 
space for which the norms of the representing operators of the elements in the 
*-ideal are equal to the norms of the corresponding representing operators con-
cerning the given »-representation. We also give a new proof of our previous result 
(see [3], Theorem 2. 6; [4], Theorem 4) concerning the extension of C*-semi-norms 
from *-ideals in »-algebras to the whole algebras. 
Let us be given a * -ideal / of a * -algebra A over the complex number field 
C and a »-representation T of / on a Hilbert space H, i.e. a »-preserving algebra 
homomorphism T:J—B(H) of J into the C*-algebra B{H) of all bounded linear 
operators on H. It is natural to ask: when does a »-representation T\A—B(H) 
of A on the same Hilbert space exist, which is an extension of ihe given »-rep-
resentation T, i.e. for which Tb=Tb holds whenever b is in J. 
We answer this question in three ways, giving necessary and sufficient con-
ditions, the first of which is simpie enough still it needs no restriction on the algebra 
unlike in PALMER [ 2 ] , Theorem 3 . 1 . 
Lemma. Let T:J->-B(H) be a * -representation of a *-ideal J in the complex 
»-algebra A on the Hilbert space H. Then there exists a * -representdtioh 
T:A—B(H) of A on the same Hilbert space H extending T, if and óiily if 
(1) s u p { | | 2 Tabnx;||: b^ J, xH£H, \\ZTi,Jn\\ == 1} n n 
holds for every a in A; here and further on 2 denotes a finite sum. 
n 
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Proo f . Assume first that such a »-representation T of A exists. We have 
then for every a £ A , b „ £ J and x n £ H , since a b „ £ J , 
112 W „ | | = HZ 1**41 = l i n i Z M I = ||T.(2 t k x ) || - \Z\WZ Tb„Xn\\-, R H It H H 
hence (1) is satisfied; here \Ta\ is the norm of the operator Ta on the Hilbert space H. 
Let 
H0 = {x£H: Tbx = 0 for all b£J) = D { K e r r t : be J} 
be the maximal closed linear subspace in H, the restriction of T to which is a zero 
• -representation T° of J on H0. Denote by T° the zero *-representation of A 
on H0, the trivial extension of T° from J to A. Denote further 
H l = { x e H : ( x , y ) = 0 f o r a l l y £ H 0 } 
the orthogonal complement of H0 in H, and T1 the restriction of T to Hi (which 
is clearly an invariant subspace for T). In this way T is the direct sum of a zero 
and an essential * -representation T° and T 1 respectively: T = T ° ® T 1 . Indeed, 
G={2 Tb x„:xn^H1, 6„€/} is a dense linear manifold in Hl, which is invariant 
R 
for Talso, because if an element x in Hx is orthogonal to G, then for all c£J 
||Tcxf = ( T c x , T c x ) = ( x , T c * T c x ) = ( x , T c , c x ) = 0 , 
hence x£H0 and thus x = 0 . Define for an element a in A a linear operator Sa in Hx given on G by 
sa{2 Tbnxn) = 2 Tainx„ (bna,x„thj, n n 
We have now to show that Sa is well defined on G, that is, 2 7),n x n=0 implies 
2 T a b x n = 0 . For y = 2 T a b x n we have n " n 
Ml2 = (2 Tabmxm, 2 Tabnx„) = 2 ( T a b m x m , T a b n x n ) = m n m, n 
= 2 (Tb*a*al>mXm>  X J ~ 2 (Ta*abmXmJ TbnXn)
 =
 ( 2 ^a*abmXm* 2 ^bnXn)y m, n mtn Tn n 
hence j>=0 indeed. But our assumption (1) means then that Sa is a densely defined 
bounded linear operator in Hlt thus it has a unique extension T^ to Hx in a standard 
way. For an a £ J we have S a x = T a x ( x £ G ) , hence that T j = T a . It is now easy 
to check that T^-.A^-BiH^) is a »-representation of A on H 1 . The linearity and 
multiplicativity of T 1 is immediate. On the other hand, if a £ A ; b n , c m £ J ; x n , y m d H 1 , 
then we 
(sa(2 Tbnx„), 2 TCmym) = (2 Tabnxn, TCmym) = ft m m,rt 
= 2 (*,, Tb*na*cmyJ = 2 (Tb„xn, Ta*CmyJ = (2Tbnx„, SAZ TCmyJ) 
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and thus ( J l )*=T^ as well. Moreover, the extension of T1 to A is unique. Indeed, 
if t 1 is an arbitrary »-representation of A that is an extension of T1, then for a£A, 
b„£J, xn£Hx we have 
nnxn) = f l { 2 nnx„) = 2 flKx„ = 2T}bnxn = sa(2Kx„). 
n n n n n 
We have finally that T=T°ffiT1 is a »-representation of A on the Hilbert space 
H which extends T and the lemma is proved. 
We are now able to improve the above result as follows. 
P r o p o s i t i o n . The * -representation T:J-+B(H) has an extension, a *-rep-
resentation T:A->-B(H) if and only if 
(2) sup{||r„j*||: b£J, x£H, | |r6*|| for every a£A. 
Proof . The necessity part is obvious from Lemma as (2) is a specialization of (1). 
Suppose now that (2) holds. We are going to prove that T has an extension 
T:A—B(H). Let T1 and H1 be as before and write T1 in the form of direct sum 
of topologically cyclic sub-»-representations (see [2]): 
T1 = ©{Tx: X^A}\ Tx = T1!^,TX: J — B(HX) 
for every index X in A; on a maximal family of pairwise orthogonal rMnvariant 
subspaces {Hx.X£A} in Hx (and thus spanning H^ with topological cyclic vectors 
xx£Hx such that Gx= {Tbxx:b£J} is a dense linear manifold in Hx for each X£A. 
An argument similar to that used in Lemma shows, by (2), that for a 6 A the linear 
operator Sx in Hx given on Gx by Sx(Tbxx) = Tabxx (b£J) is a densely defined 
bounded linear operator on Hx. This has a unique extension Tx to Hx with norm 
\Ta\ = s u p { | | ^ ( 7 i x , ) | : b a , I I M ^ 1} = 
= s u p f l l l ^ J : bU, | | r t x j sup {11^*11: b£J, x€H, | |r4*|| sS 1 } < ~ . 
We thus have the »-representations TX:A—B(HX) (X^A). Tx extends Tx in a unique 
way for all X in A and thus 
r i = ©{Ti:A€il}, 
the direct sum of Tx-s, is a »-representation of A on Hx extending T1 uniquely 
and such that for each a€A 
\T}\ = sup{¡T/l: XiA) = supfl lT^xJ : be. J, X£A, ||rfc*A|| 1} 
sup{||ra6x|| : b£J, xdH, ||r4*|| S l } < » . 
T=T°ffiT1 is then a »-representation of A on H which extends T as well and 
the proof is complete. 
The main result of this note is the following. 
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Theorem. Let T:J—B(H) be a * -representation of a *-ideal in the complex 
*-algebra A on the Hilberi space H. There exists then a * -représentation 
T:A—B(H), which is an extension of T, if and only if 
(3) q(a) := s u p ' f l r j : b£J, \Tb\ 1} < « , for all a in À. 
Proof . Assume first that such a »-representation T of A exists. Then we have 
for all a í A . b Ú 
I r j = | T J - If ,T4 | s ITa\. m i = \Ta] • \T„\ 
whence q(a)^ |TJ follows and (3) is satisfied. 
Suppose now that (3) holds for all a in A. The quantity q is obviously à semi-
norm on A. Moreover, if |7j, |=0 for some b£J, then 17^1=0 for all a£A since 
I7J2 = \nbTab\ = I T ^ T J = |7> a . J = I Tb*a*aTb\ á \Tb*-a*a\ |r„| 
and thus 
\Tab\^q(a)\T„\ holds for bá,a£A. 
We are now going to show that q has thé C ^-property : 
(4) q(a*a) = {q(a)Y (at A), 
in other words, q is à C*-semi-norm, and that (3) implies (2) whence our statement 
follows by the Proposition. For aÇA, bÇJ wê have 
| 7 J 2 = J = |7>7> J =S \Tb*\\Ta*ab\ = |7i| \Ta*ab\ q(a*a) MI2 
and thus 
(4;) (q(a))^q(a*a) (at A). 
On the other hand, for aÇA, b£J we have 
\Ta*ab\^q(a*)\Tab\^q(a*)q(a)\Tb\. • 
Hence 
(4") q(a*a)^q(a*)q(a) (at A). 
But (4') and (4") together give q(a)^q(a*) for each a£A; whence by interchanging 
the rôles of a and a* we obtain that q(a) = q(a*) for all a in A. We have then 
by (40 and (4") 
(¿(a))2 q(a*a) m q(a*)q(d) = {q(a)f 
whence (4) follows. 
We are now able to prove that (2) holds. For if a £ A, b£J and x£H, then we 
have 
\\Taix\\2 = (Tabx, Tabx) = (T*„Tabx, x) = (Tbiaiabx, x) = 
= (TbiTa,-abx, x) = (TaUbx, Tbx) sS ||7>ű6*|| ||7ix||. 
Replacing a by a*a we obtain 
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and by recurrence; • 
. it»*!!'2"*1 ||7(a.a)2"x|| IIT^xll2"41-1 (« = 0,1,2, ...) " 
But then we have by (4) 
= [q(a*a)Y" \Tb\ ||x|| | | 7 ; x | r + 1 - i = (9(a))*"1 11*11 I IT^F* 1 " 1 . 
By letting n->-°° we obtain 
, \\Tabx\\ ^ qia)\\Tbx\\ for all a£A, b£J, x£H; 
hence by (3) . 
sup{||7;6x||: b£J, xdH, ||r6x|| ^ 1} ^ q(a) (atA), 
which finishes the proof. 
We get finally a new proof of Theorem 2. 6 in [3] (or Theorem 4 in [4]). 
Co ro l l a ry . Let p be a C*-semi-norm on a *-ideal J of the complex * -algebra A. 
There exists then a C *-semi-norm on A which is equal to p on J if and only if 
(5) sup{p(afe):&<E/,p(b)=§l}<~ 
holds for all a in A. 
Proof . Let q be such a C*-semi-norm. q is also submultiplicative in con-
sequence of our previous result (see [3], Theorem 2. 3 or [4], Theorem 2). We have 
for every adA, b£J that 
p(ab) = q(ab)^q(a)q(.b) = q(a)p(b), 
proving that (5) is necessary. 
To show that (5) is sufficient consider Jp={b£J:p(b)=0}. Since p is auto-
matically submultiplicative and the »-operation is isometric with respect to p 
also, Jp is in fact a * -ideal in J such that the completion Bp of the quotient algebra 
J/Jp with respect to the quotient norm and with natural involution is a C*-algebra. 
The classical Gelfand—Naimark theorem assures a canonical isometrical »-rep-
resentation of Bp on some Hilbertspace H: TP:BP-»B(H). From the restriction 
T" of Tp to JjJp we get in a standard way a »-representation T:J-»B(H) of J 
on H such that Tb=T^+J and | T b \ = p ( b + J p ) = p ( b ) holds for all b£J. As a con-
sequence (5) implies (3) for this »-representation T and the statement follows 
from the Theorem. 
R e m a r k . Our result on automatic submultiplicativity of a C*-semi-norm, 
mentioned above, is an improvement of a recent result due to ARAKI apd ELLIOTT 
concerning the definition of C*-algebras (see Theorem 1 in [1]). 
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For the following two remarks we are indebted to Dr. J. SzOcs. First, in the 
proof of the Lemma Sa is well defined simply because (1) implies for a€A, 
b€J,x€ff 
2Tabnx„ = 0 provided 2T„.xa = 0 
R R 
since for each / > 0 , 0=2 T,b xn=t-2 T„ x„ so that by (1) n " " 
sup o U Z ^ n l ! : t > 0} = sup {112 TatiJ :t n n 
Secondly, (3) implies (2) as an easy application of Kaplansky's Density Theorem 
shows. For if a €A, b£J, x£Hx and | |7j,x| |Sl thenit is enough to show || 7^x11 S 
q(a*) or equivalently 
1 ( ^ * ^ ) 1 ^ ( O I H I for each y£H. 
{Tl:b£J}<^B(H^ is a »-algebra of bounded linear operators on Hx such that 
{T^x:b£J, x^H^ spans H1, its double commutant N is a von Neumann algebra 
containing the identity operator on Ht. But {T^-.b^J} is strongly dense in N hence 
by Kaplansky's theorem the strong closure of the unit ball in {7£: b €7} contains 
JVj, the unit ball of N, especially the identity operator. Hence for a fixed y£H1 
there exists {6„}"=1cJ with I ^ J s l such that H ^ ^ - j l l - O . We then obtain 
for a£A, b£J, x£Hx that 
\{Tabx, J')! 5= sup \(Tabx, Tbny)\ = sup \(Tb*abx, y)\ = n n 
= sup \(T(a*bn)*Tbx, y)\ = sup 1(7;x, Ta*bny)I ^ sup \\Ta.bJ\\ 
tt n ft 
s sup \Ta*bnW\y\\ ^ M g(a*)sup \Tbn\ ^ Mq(a*), 
n n 
and thus the required inequality follows. 
The author is indebted to Professor B£la Sz.-Nagy for having called his atten-
tion to the problem dealt with in this paper. 
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